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Describes Mother Teresa's prescription for finding inner peace and happiness. This work details the

10 spiritual attitudes that accompany such a life: compassion and love, contentment and gratitude,

honesty, patience, tolerance, forgiveness, humility, community, faith, and reverence for human life.
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I was visiting a local bookstore just "shelf shopping" and this little book was in the wrong place on

the shelf. I picked it up, put it in my pile of books to browse in the coffee shop area and moved on

down the row.When I finally settled into my chair, I picked the book up and realized, this man lives in

my very small town! Unless you live here or in an area like it, you don't understand the amazement I

felt at this discovery. This was what drew me in but in is NOT what kept me and lead me to

purchase the book.Mother Teresa's Prescription:Finding Happiness And Peace in Service is a small

book filled with powerful information on finding purpose in one's life. It begins with Dr Paul sharing

his journey to meet and learn from Mother Teresa and ends with small chapters focusing on the

virtues Mother taught him and others. These virtues, or perscriptions, when practiced bring healing

to the soul. But, unlike popular self-help books (of which I am a fan) this book does more than heal

YOU; if put into practice, this book will heal your community. WOW!!!Though small and easy to

read, it is not a one time read. I find myself going back over the prescriptions again and again trying

to "delve deeper' into their meanings and actions.I like it so much I've placed the book on my list of

gifts to give for Christmas this year!



...the world would be a place of peace. of course, they'd have to "get it" and then practice what

Mother doesn't preach - but teaches by doing.i learned a lot from this small book which could make

some big changes in a lot of folk's lives. get out your pencil and highlighter, read and get ready to

change a life. it could be yours.

Dr. Paul Wright writes a compelling account of his time spent with Mother Teresa. Writing from his

heart, Dr. Wright's feelings are transparent and his words are poignant. The hallmark of this book is

how it connects with readers of all ages. I used this book with 2 small groups of women totaling 40

participants (ranging from mothers of small children, single working women and widowed great

grandmothers). Through our reading and dynamic discussions, we were informed, enlightened and

renewed in spirit. A perfect book indeed!

Inspiring. It feels almost magically reading his conversations with Mother Teresa. Even though I

didn't get to meet her, it's like you do as you read this book. Have already recommended it to family

and coworkers and will continue to do so. Thank you!

I bought several copies of this book to share with a parent prayer group. This is an excellent, easy

read.

We are currently studying "Mother Teresa's Prescription in Bible Study. It is very enlightening and

everyone is truly enjoying it.

This book is good in the beginning but begins to drag in the middle. I lost interest.

Excelent, inspiring, life changing, enlighting.
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